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FIELD SUPERVISOR - ID# 21319. Regular, Full-Time, RCUH Non-Civil Service
position with the (MISC) Maui Invasive Species Committee Field Team (Pacific
Cooperative Studies Unit) located at the MISC office. Continuation is dependent
upon program/operational needs, satisfactory work performance, and availability
of funds.   Minimum Monthly Salary: $1,869.00.  Duties: Leads the MISC Field
Crew in conducting operations to implement the annual MISC Action plan. Works
in conjunction with and leads a field crew of up to  5 staff and/or volunteers.  The
groups participate in control efforts towards the elimination of invasive plants and
animals in Maui County.  Works with residents as well as on vacant lands; keeps
daily records of field efforts, areas covered, plants destroyed, worker hours
records and herbicide usage.  Keeps precise location records on tax key and
other field maps of invasive species populations or areas where none have been
seen.  Reports progress to supervisor and submits supporting location, count,
and size data, as well as reporting on all surveyed areas and the findings. Trains
field workers and volunteers in appropriate use of procedures, equipment, and
pesticides. Tracks inventory, supplies and equipment needs, maintains
equipment used and trains others for the same.  Exercises a flexible assortment
of treatments to meet each specific requirement in site preparation and
management planning. Incorporates the use of hand tools and portable pesticide
applicators into field control efforts.  Performs other additional duties as
assigned. Minimum Qualifications: Graduation from high school. Three years
experience in field activities relating to agricultural or natural resources
management.  Leadership experience. Able to understand and carry out oral and
written instructions.  Able to lead and teach techniques (involving application
equipment and hand tools).  Able to read maps and navigate with topographic
maps, state tax map keys (TMK), and aerial photographs; able to use compass
and altimeter navigating tools; able to write clear and concise reports; good
leadership and communication skills;; valid driver’s license and experience with
4-wheel drive vehicles; and able to work with small mechanized equipment. Able
to work outdoors on extremely rough terrain, and under adverse weather
conditions.  Able to lift and carry 50 lbs. Desirable Qualifications: Degree in
Botany, Environmental studies or related field.  Experience working with control
of invasive species in Hawaii; working with pesticides; supervisory experience;
computer literacy; and knowledge of Hawaiian flora and fauna. Inquiries:
Lynnette Kinoshita (808) 956-3932 (Oahu). Application Requirements: Send
cover letter (note ID#) with narrative on your qualifications for the position,
resume with salary history, the names and phone numbers of three work related
references, and copy(ies) of diploma(s) and/or certificate(s) used to qualify for
position to the Director of Human Resources, Research Corporation of the
University of Hawaii, 2530 Dole Street, Sakamaki Hall D-100, Honolulu, HI
96822.  Closing Date: June 27, 2001.


